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INSTANTLY 
TRANSLATES 
EIGHT LANGUAGES

hello.

hola.

Complies with social 
distancing requirements

Instant word translation

The LingoPen™ was designed with the language learner in mind. This 
approach emphasizes the need to make content comprehensible while 
developing academic language skills for students acquiring English as a 
second language. Using the pen in remote learning or daily classes helps 
integrate academic language for students and promotes an inclusive learning 
opportunity that helps students participate with their peers, helping to lower 
the affective filter while increasing literacy skills.

Great for ESL students

Supports language learners

More than 20 built-in dictionaries

Reads text aloud

FREE 30-DAY TRIALS AVAILABLE

HELLO
HALLO

BONJOURمرحبا

ЗДРАВСТВУЙТЕ HOLA

CIAO

NǏ HǍO



The LingoPen™ is a major technological breakthrough for anyone working or studying an 
“additional language”. The embedded camera and OCR technology enables instant lookup & 
translation of words. Other features include a digital highlighter for capturing and storing text, 
2GB storage & Voice recorder.

The LingoPen™ supports:
Arabic*, Chinese, English, French, German, Italian, Russian, & Spanish

*Only one-way translation: English to Arabic

“As an international student, I had to sit in front of my cell phone or PC to look up a web 
dictionary continuously. Now I can check every new word within half a second. I love the 
LingoPen™ more than my cell phone.” - Amazon User
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OTHER PRODUCTS SUPPORT

Incl. Text reader only. Approved for exam use.
See www.scanningpens.com/ExamReaderUS

ON-DEMAND
WEBINARS AVAILABLE

CLASS PACKS AVAILABLE

www.cpenlingo.com

Use the voice recorder function to help 
develop your vocabulary and pronunciation

Incl. Text reader, Dicts & Data storage & 
voice recorder.
See www.scanningpens.com/ReaderPenUS

Upload files to aid revision

Highlight and store text in 
internal memory to later review

Connect and scan directly to a 
Windows/MAC/Linux computer

No additional software required

Multiple accents included


